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 act in
Over the heads of these red men are beheld on the outer hills the twenty
thousand French that have been pushed along the road at the heels of the
English by soult. They have an ominous superiority, both in position
and in their abundance of cavalry and artillery, over the slender lines of-'
English foot. The left of this background, facing hope, is made up of
delaborde's and merle's divisions, while in a deadly arc round baird,
from whom they are divided only by the village of Elvina, are placed mermet's
division, lahoussaye's and lorge's dragoons, franceschi's cavalry, and,
highest up of all, a formidable battery of eleven great guns that rake the \vhole
British line.
It is now getting on for two o'clock, and a stir of activity has lately been
noticed along the French front. Three columns are discerned descending from
their position, the first towards the division of sir david baird, the weakest
point in the English line, the next towards the centre, the third towards the
left. A heavy cannonade from the battery supports this advance.
The clash ensues, the English being swept down in swathes by the enemy's:
artillery.    The opponents meet face to face at the village in the valley between"'
them, and the fight there grows furious.
sir john moore is seen galloping to the front under the gloomy sky.
spirit of the pities
/ seem to vision in San Carlos' garden^
That rises salient in the upper town,
His name^ and date^ and doing^ set within
A filmy outline like a momtment^
Which yet is but the insubstantial air.
spirit of the years
Read visions as conjectures j not as more.
When moore arrives at the front, fraser and paget move to the right,
where the English are most sorely pressed. A grape-shot strikes off baiud's
arm. There is a little confusion, and he is borne to the rear ; while major
napier disappears, a prisoner.
Intelligence of these misfortunes is brought to sir john moore. He goes
further forward, and precedes in person the Forty-second regiment and a
battalion of the Guards who, with fixed bayonets, bear the enemy back,
moore's gestures in cheering them being notably energetic. Pursuers,
pursued, and sir john himself pass out of sight behind the hill. Dumb
Show ends.
The point of vision descends to the immediate rear of the English position.
The early January evening has begun to spread its shades, and shouts of
dismay are heard from behind the hill over which moore and the advancing
lines have vanished.
Straggling soldiers cross in the gloom.
first straggler
He's struck by a cannon-ball, that I know ; but he's not killed,
that I pray God A'mighty.

